We derive the mass weighted total density slopes within the effective (half-light) radius, γ , for more than 2000 nearby galaxies from the SDSS-IV MaNGA survey using Jeansanisotropic-models applied to IFU observations. Our galaxies span a wide range of the stellar mass (10 9 M < M * < 10 12 M ) and the velocity dispersion (30 km/s < σ v < 300 km/s). We find that for galaxies with velocity dispersion σ v > 100 km/s, the density slope has a mean value γ = 2.24 and a dispersion σ γ = 0.22, almost independent of velocity dispersion. A clear turn over in the γ − σ v relation is present at σ ∼ 100 km/s, below which the density slope decreases rapidly with σ v . Our analysis shows that a large fraction of dwarf galaxies (below M * = 10 10 M ) have total density slopes shallower than 1, which implies that they may reside in cold dark matter halos with shallow density slopes. We compare our results with that of galaxies in hydrodynamical simulations of EAGLE, Illustris and IllustrisTNG projects, and find all simulations predict shallower density slopes for massive galaxies with high σ v . Finally, we explore the dependence of γ on the positions of galaxies in halos, namely centrals vs. satellites, and find that for the same velocity dispersion, the amplitude of γ is higher for satellite galaxies by about 0.1.
INTRODUCTION
Various N-body simulations have shown that the density structure of dark matter halos in a universe formed with pure cold dark matter follows a universal NFW form (Navarro et al. 1996 (Navarro et al. , 1997 . The density profile, ρ(r), of a dark matter halo scales with r −1 for the inner part and scales with r −3
for the outer part, independent of the mass of the halo. In the real Universe the inner density profile depends on both the dark matter and baryons. Baryons cool and E-mail: ranl@bao.ac.cn condense at the center of dark matter halos and form galaxies. The baryons often contribute a significant amount of mass within the half-light radius (e.g. Courteau & Dutton 2015) . In addition, galaxy formation processes can modify the mass structure of dark matter halos. The baryonic matter can form a much more condensed density profile at the center of a dark matter halo, generating an adiabatic contraction effect (e.g. Blumenthal et al. 1986; Gnedin et al. 2004; Gustafsson et al. 2006) . On the other hand, stellar and Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) feedback can create rapid gas outflows which may induce an expansion effect at the halo center, resulting in a central core in the dark matter density profiles (Dehnen 2005; Read & Gilmore 2005; Duffy et al. 2010; Pontzen & Governato 2012) . Accurate measurement of density profiles of galaxies thus provides a critical constraint on galaxy formation models.
In observations, the inner density profile of galaxies are best measured through stellar kinematics and gravitational lensing effects (e.g. Koopmans et al. 2009; Auger et al. 2010; Cappellari et al. 2013; Sonnenfeld et al. 2013; Newman et al. 2015; Poci et al. 2017; Huang et al. 2018) . The Sloan Lens Advanced Camera for Surveys (SLACS) project studied a sample of 73 galaxy-galaxy lensing systems with lens stellar masses M * > 10 11 M (Koopmans et al. 2009; Auger et al. 2010) and found that the mean of power-law density slope of the total mass within the Einstein radius to be γtot = 2.078, very close to a singular-isothermal-sphere profile 1 . The dark matter and baryon profiles have very different density slopes, so the close to the isothermal value implies that both baryons and dark matter contribute non-negligible fractions to the mass within the effective radii of massive elliptical galaxies. This is sometimes referred to as the "bulge-halo conspiracy" (Dutton & Treu 2014 ).
Compared with rare strong lensing systems, dynamical modeling methods can be applied to much larger samples of galaxies. With recent developments in integral field unit surveys, e.g. ATLAS 3D (Cappellari et al. 2011) , CAL-IFA (Sánchez et al. 2012) , MASSIVE (Ma et al. 2014) , SAMI (Bryant et al. 2015) and SDSS-IV MaNGA (Bundy et al. 2015) , accurate mass density profiles for large statistical samples of galaxies are becoming available. Cappellari et al. (2013) constructed anisotropic dynamical models for 260 early-type galaxies in the ATLAS 3D sample. Follow-up analysis shows that the inner total density slopes of these early type galaxies have a mean value of γ tot = 2.193, with a scatter of σ γ = 0.174, which is slightly steeper than the SLACS strong lensing results. The total density slope is constant for galaxies with effective velocity dispersion σv > 126 km/s, and becomes shallower gradually with σv for galaxies with σv < 126 km/s. For massive clusters, recent observations combining stellar dynamics and gravitational lensing effects show that the total inner density slope drops gradually to 1.7 (Newman et al. 2015; Auger et al. 2010) .
In this paper, we make use of IFU observations from the MaNGA survey to study the density slopes for nearby galaxies with a wider range of galaxy masses and morphologies than previous studies. We derive the galaxy density profiles using mass models of galaxies in MaNGA DR14 (Abolfathi et al. 2018) , which are derived by Li et al. (2018) with Jeans anisotropic model (JAM, Cappellari 2008) , and investigate the relation between density slopes and the galaxy stellar mass, the stellar surface density, the velocity dispersion and other properties.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we outline the MaNGA data we use, in Section 3, we briefly introduce our dynamical modelling technique, and in Section 4, we present our main results, and finally in Section 5, we summarize our results and present a short discussion.
1 Note that throughout this paper we adopt the convention that density slopes are positive, i.e., ρ ∝ r −γ .
MANGA GALAXIES
The galaxy sample of this project comprises 2778 galaxies from MaNGA survey in SDSS-IV DR14 (Abolfathi et al. 2018) , covering a stellar mass range of 10 9 < M * < 10 12 M , including both early type and late type galaxies. Throughout this work, we define early type galaxies as those with Sersic index nsc > 2.5, and the remainders as late type galaxies. Sersic indices are taken from the NASA-Sloan Atlas, NSA catalogue 2 ). From the DR14 sample, we exclude merging galaxies (or close galaxy pairs), galaxies with a significant disturbance, and galaxies with strong bars or strong spiral arms. We also exclude galaxies of low data quality, defined as having less than 100 Voronoi with S/N>10 bins. In total, we have 2110 galaxies in our final sample, with 952 early type galaxies and 1158 late type galaxies.
We use the IFU spectra extracted with the official data reduction pipeline (DRP Law et al. 2016 ) and the kinematic data extracted with the official data analysis pipeline (Westfall et al. 2019) . The kinematic information are obtained by fitting absorption lines using the pPXF software (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Cappellari 2017) .
In this paper, we derive the stellar mass of each galaxy by multiplying their total luminosity in SDSS r-band by their mean stellar mass-to-light ratio within the effective radius, M SPS * /L r , derived by Li et al. (2018, see online table) , in which the mass-to-light ratio is obtained by fitting spectra with stellar population templates using pPXF software (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004 ) with the MILES-based (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006 ) SPS models of Vazdekis et al. (2010) and the Salpeter (1955) initial mass function. Before spectrum fitting, the data cubes are Voronoi binned to S/N=10 (Cappellari & Copin 2003) . In Appendix B, we show that for a given galaxy, the exact choice of the Voronoi bin number wont' affect the results of the JAM model.
We refer readers to Li et al. (2018) for details of stellar mass calculation. For MaNGA related information, readers are referred to the following papers: SDSS-IV technical summary (Blanton et al. 2017) , MaNGA instrumentation , observing strategy , sample design (Wake et al. 2017) , spectrophotometric calibration (Smee et al. 2013; Yan et al. 2016a) , survey execution and initial data quality (Yan et al. 2016b) , and a SDSS telescope introduction can be found in Gunn et al. (2006) .
DYNAMICAL ANALYSIS
Our fiducial mass models of MaNGA galaxies are built by the method described in Li et al. (2018) with the multiGaussian Expansion (MGE Emsellem et al. 1994; Cappellari 2002) technique, in conjunction with the Jeans Anisotropic Modelling (JAM Cappellari 2008) . MGE decomposes the rband light distribution of the galaxy with a set of Gaussians, providing an analytical description of the observed surface brightness. The stellar mass distribution is assumed to follow the light distribution of the galaxy in the r-band with a mass-to-light ratio, Γ, independent of the galaxy radius. The mass distribution of dark matter halos are assumed to follow gNFW profiles, where density ρDM can be written as:
where ρs is the characteristic density, and Rs is the scale radius. These two parameters are treated as free parameters during fitting. JAM is then performed to compute the second moment of the velocity distribution based on the total mass model. Running JAM within an MCMC framework (emcee Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) , the best-fit mass model that matches the observed second velocity moment map is obtained. We refer the readers to (Li et al. 2018 ) for details of the mass model constructing. Previous simulations have shown that our method can provide a robust description for total mass profile of galaxies (Li et al. 2016) .
In our fiducial model, we assume light traces mass strictly, i.e. the mass-to-light ratio for the stellar component is a constant, independent of the radius. In the real universe, this assumption is not strictly true (e.g. Poci et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018; Sonnenfeld et al. 2018; Wasserman et al. 2018 ). Specifically, in Li et al. (2018) , we derived the average massto-light ratio gradient ∆ log (Γ)/∆ log (R/Re) between Re/8 and Re using SPS with a Salpeter IMF for MaNGA galaxies in SDSS DR14, and found that the mass-to-light ratio gradient varies from ∼-0.2 for massive galaxies to ∼0.1 for low mass galaxies. In a recent research by Sonnenfeld et al. (2018) using gravitational lensing data, researchers also derived a mass-to-light ratio of -0.24 for early type galaxies in the SLACS sample.
If the mass-to-light ratio of a MaNGA galaxy is not constant, our best-fit dark matter density profile can be biased, but we still expect that the recovery of the total density profile will not be affected. A validation test is shown in the Appendix, where we assume that the total density profile follows a double power-law model with no prior knowledge for stellar mass distribution. The resulting slopes of the total density profile agree well with that derived from our fiducial model. In this paper, we always show the results using total mass density profile, thus our conclusions are not affected by the mass-to-light ratio gradient.
RESULTS

Inner density slopes
Following Dutton & Treu (2014) , we define the mass weighted density slope within the effective radius Re as
where ρ(r) is total mass density of the galaxy and M (R) is the total mass enclosed in a sphere with radius R.
In the top panel of Fig. 1 , we present γ for MaNGA galaxies as a function of σv, the luminosity weighted velocity dispersion within Re. The color of data points show the Sersic index of the light profiles. For galaxies with σv < 100 km/s, the density slope increases rapidly from 0.5 to 2, while for galaxies with σv ≥ 100 km/s the inner density slopes stay The top panel shows the results for all samples, the middle panel shows the results for early type galaxies (nsc >= 2.5), and the bottom panel shows the results of late type galaxies (nsc < 2.5). The red solid line in the top panel shows a best-fit model of Eq.3. In the middle panel, the red solid line shows a linear fit for data points with σv > 100 km/s, γ = 2.47 − 0.1
. In each panel, we plot a vertical line at 35 km/s. roughly constant at a value of 2.24, slightly steeper than the isothermal slope (2). We find that the γ − σv relation can be described with the following formula
with {A0, σ0, α, β} = {19.83, 116.62, 2.1, 5.44}.
In the middle and bottom panels of Fig. 1 , we divide our galaxies into early type and late type according to their Sersic index and show their γ − σv relations, respectively. For early type galaxies (nsc ≥ 2.5) the inner density slope is almost a constant for galaxies with σv > 100 km/s. The mean value of the inner total density slope is γ = 2.24, with a dispersion σγ = 0.22, agreeing well with previous observations from lensing and stellar dynamics. For those early type galaxies with low velocity dispersion, the total density slope increases rapidly with σv. For late type galaxies, the total γ also increases with σv, the behavior of which is similar to early type galaxies of the same σv range.
Note that, we don't put any cut on the velocity dispersion for our sample selection. Westfall et al. (2019) estimates that the standard deviation of uncertainties on stellar velocity dispersion is 20 − 30% for a Voronoi bin with S/N >10 and intrinsic stellar velocity dispersion of 35 km/s. In each panel of Fig.1 , we plot a vertical line at 35 km/s. Almost all our galaxies have σv > 35 km/s.
In Fig. 2 , we show the relation between γ and the stellar mass M SPS * . In the upper panel, we plot γ vs. M SPS * for each MaNGA galaxy using scatter points. The colors of points represent the effective radius of each galaxy in kpc. The black solid circles represent the mean of the relation and the two dashed lines enclose 70% of the galaxies at each mass. For reference, we show the flux weighted r-band brightness slope of the stars, γ L , as a function of stellar mass using red empty circles. The average slope of the luminous matter is always steeper than the average total mass slope, implying that the average total slope is an upper limit to the average density slope of the dark matter within the effective radius. In the lower panel of the figure, we plot f dm , the dark matter to total mass fraction with Re, which is derived from JAM model. The density slope grows almost linearly with M SPS * in the range of [10 10 , 10 11 ] M , while for the most massive galaxies, γ goes flat with stellar mass with a mean of ∼ 2.15.
One can find that the galaxies of larger sizes tend to have lower γ for the same stellar mass. Larger effective radii affect the total density slope in two ways: a more extended distribution of stellar mass which results in a shallower stellar density slope; more dark matter included into the calculation of γ , because the dark matter usually takes larger fraction of total mass at the outer part of a galaxy. Since the dark matter density slopes are much shallower than those of stellar mass, the latter effect also drives the total density slope to a lower value.
For galaxies more massive than 10 11 M , the amplitude of mean γ − M SPS * flattens. From the lower panel of Fig.  2 , we find these galaxies contain little dark matter, thus their total density slopes are almost identical as their stellar density slopes, which is also roughly constant at this mass range (red empty circles in the upper panel of Fig. 2) .
Interestingly, we find that the mean total density slopes for galaxies less massive than 10 10 M are below 1.0, while their luminosity profile slopes still possess a mean value of ∼ 1.7 and the JAM modelling shows these galaxies are dominated by dark matter within the effective radius. A direct implication of these results is that many galaxies in this mass range reside in dark matter halos with shallow inner density slopes even shallower than 1. In the context of CDM, dissipationless simulations predict steeper slopes than 1, thus the shallow slopes we find for MaNGA dwarf galaxies implies their dark matter halos have expanded.
The M * /L gradient can also contribute to the shallow total density profile. However, Li et al. (2018) has shown that the M * /L gradient of MaNGA galaxies with M SPS * < 10 is ∼ 0.1 ( positive sign means the central value is higher). Thus the observed shallow total density profile are not likely to be explained purely by the gradient of M * /L.
One caveat of the results is that the galaxies are all dwarf galaxies of relatively small physical size and luminosity, thus may suffer larger systematics in JAM modelling. However, we find the density slopes of the dwarf galaxies not correlating with their apparent sizes. Dwarf galaxies with relatively larger apparent size can still have shallow density slopes. In Fig.3 , we show 6 examples of galaxies with total density slopes γ < 1. In the upper panel of each subplot, we show the distribution of observed root-mean-squared velocity vrms = (v 2 los + σ 2 los ), and the vrms reconstructed with the JAM. In the lower panels, we show the density profiles derived from the JAM model. For each galaxy, we randomly select 200 points from posterior distribution of model parameters and plot the density profiles calculated with these parameter combinations using solid thin lines. The yellow, red and blue lines show profiles of stellar, dark matter and total mass, respectively. For these examples, we can find they all have steep gradients of of vrms, with high vrms at Re and low vrms at inner part, which requires flat total mass density slopes within Re.
In Fig. 4 , we show the relation between γ and Σ SPS * , the stellar surface density averaged within Re. Blue points show the data of of each galaxy. The red shading shows the region enclosing 70% data points and the black line shows the mean of the relation. We find the relation between γ and Σ SPS * changes slope at ∼ 10 9 M /kpc 2 , and we can fit the relation with
where {Ms, a1, b1, a2, b2} = {8.90, 0.56, −3.11, 1.56, −12.27}.
In Fig. 5 , we compare our density slopes with predictions from hydrodynamical simulations: EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015) and Illustris (Genel et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al. 2014a,b) and IllustrisTNG project (Marinacci et al. 2018; Naiman et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2018; Pillepich et al. 2018; Springel et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2019) . For IllustrisTNG simulations, we only use the simulation run in cubic volume of 100 Mpc side length (TNG100, hereafter). In these simulations we select all galaxies with stellar mass M * > 10 9 M , and calculate their total γ within the 3D radius that equals to their projected half-light radius. To calculate the projected half-light radius, we assume a constant mass-to-light ratio.
In general, all simulations reproduce the total density slope of galaxies reasonably well. However, all of the simulations predicts a mean γ slightly smaller than 2 for the galaxies with high σv , which is shallower than the observed value of 2.24. At the low σv end, the Illustris simulation can reproduce the shallow density slopes in observations, while the total density slopes predicted by EAGLE simulation are significantly higher than the observed values. For the TNG100 simulation, the density slopes spread a wide range for low σv galaxies. The turn over of γ − σv relation at σ ∼ 100 km/s is recovered in the Illustris, while the EAGLE and the TNG100 simulation predict flat γ − σv relations.
In this figure, we also plot the total density slopes from strong lensing of the SLACS (Auger et al. 2010 ) and the JAM modelling results for ATLAS 3D early type galaxies (Poci et al. 2017) . Our results are consistent with previous strong lensing observations and ATLAS 3D results for early type galaxies with σv > 100 km/s. For galaxies with lower velocity dispersion, our analysis gives a lower mean γ than Poci et al. (2017) , which mainly because our samples include late type galaxies which have lower total density slopes.
Since the hydrodynamical simulations may not reproduce perfectly the observed galaxy mass-size relation, the definition of half-light radius may not be referring to the same physical radius in observations and simulations. In Fig.  6 , we further compare the total mass weighted density slope between simulated galaxies and our MaNGA sample within fixed radius of 3 kpc and 5 kpc. Again, for fixed radius of 3 kpc and 5 kpc, the simulations predict smaller γ for galaxies with higher σv. The differences are more significant for Illustris and EAGLE simulations than that for TNG100 simulation.
central vs satellite
In this project, we match the galaxies to the group catalog derived by Yang et al. (2007) 
(hereafter SDSSGC
3 ). SDSSGC is constructed with the spectroscopic galaxy sample of SDSS DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009 ) using an adaptive halo-based group finder. Each galaxy in SDSS DR7 is assigned to a group, and a halo mass is estimated for each group. We assume the central galaxy of each group is the one that has largest stellar mass.
For each galaxy in our MaNGA sample, we find its counter part in the SDSSGC. Therefore, we can obtain its host halo mass, and we can tell whether it is a central galaxy or a satellite galaxy.
In Fig. 7 , we select only the central galaxies from the MaNGA sample, and plot their total mass density slopes as a function of M200 of the groups. For groups with mass larger than 10 13 h −1 M , their central galaxies are mostly early type whose total mass density slope has a mean value 2.08 and a scatter of 0.27. For the lower mass groups, the central galaxy could be either early type or late type, and their total slopes scatter in a broad range from 1.5 to 2.75.
In Fig. 8 , we show the total mass slope γ for central galaxies and satellite galaxies using red and blue lines, respectively. The overall dependence of γ on σv is similar for centrals and satellites. For galaxy with the similar σv, the amplitude of the mean γ for satellites is higher than that of central by ∼ 0.1, which maybe due to the fact that on average satellite galaxies form earlier in denser universe and have more concentrated stellar profiles.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we investigate the inner density profile of more than 2000 nearby galaxies from the SDSS-IV MaNGA survey. Our sample of galaxies is the largest of its kind, spanning 3 decades of stellar mass, and includes both early type Figure 3 . In this figure, we show 6 examples of galaxies with total density slopes γ < 1. In the upper panel of each subplot, we show the observed velocity field, and the velocity field reconstructed with the JAM. The unit for the axes is arcsec. In the lower panel, we show the density profiles derived from the JAM model. For each galaxy, we randomly select 200 points from posterior distribution of model parameters and plot the density profiles calculated with these parameter combinations using solid thin lines. The yellow, red and blue lines show profiles of stellar, dark matter and total mass, respectively. The vertical lines show the position of Re and 2Re. In each subplot, we also mark the quantities derived using JAM, including: stellar mass-to-light ratio, the total density slope, the total mass enclosed within Re, and the total stellar mass enclosed within Re galaxies and late type galaxies. Using IFU observations we derive γ , the mass weighted total mass density slope within the effective radius, for these galaxies from the mass model built with the JAM method.
For galaxies with σv > 100 km/s, their mean density slopes hold almost a constant value of γ = 2.24, decrease slowly with increasing of velocity dispersion, while for galaxies with σv < 100 km/s, the density slopes decrease rapidly with decreasing velocity dispersion.
We also investigate the relation between γ and the stellar mass derived using stellar population synthesis models. We find the density slopes increase linearly with log M SPS * in the mass range of [10 10 , 10 11 ]M , but is roughly constant for more massive galaxies at a value of about 2.15. For these most massive galaxies, we find they have little dark matter within Re, and their total density slopes are almost the same as their stellar mass density slopes.
For the same stellar mass, galaxies of larger sizes tend to have lower total density slopes. We find γ increases with average stellar density within Re, with slopes of 0.56 for galaxies with log (Σ SPS * /(M kpc 2 )) < 8.9 and 0.156 for galaxies log (Σ SPS * /(M kpc 2 )) > 8.9. Interestingly, we find that many of the galaxies less massive than 10 10 M have small total density slopes, even shallower than 1. In the context of cold dark matter, which pre- The black data points show γ from strong lensing observation from (Auger et al. 2010) . And the dashed line show the results from (Poci et al. 2017) . From top to bottom panels, we compare the results with Illustris, TNG100 and EAGLE simulations respectively. The blue shading shows the region enclosing 70% of the simulated galaxies and the dashed lines show the region enclosing 90% simulated galaxies. to the star formation threshold density. A star formation threshold density higher than 1 cm −3 allows the gas to pile up at the center of halo, so that a energetic feedback afterwards can efficiently blow out the gas and flatten the inner dark matter profile (also see Bose et al. 2018; Dutton et al. 2018) . A future detailed comparison of dwarf galaxy mass structures between observations and simulations may shed light on the subgrid feedback process in galaxy formation.
We compare our results with hydrodynamical simulations, EAGLE, Illustris and TNG100. In all simulations, the total density γ for galaxies with σv > 150 km/s are slightly below 2, shallower than our observed value of 2.24.
Finally, we explore the density slope dependence on their positions in groups/clusters, namely whether a galaxies is central galaxy or satellite galaxy. We divide our MaNGA galaxies into centrals and satellites using the SDSS group catalog by Yang et al. (2007) . For early type central galaxies, the density slopes are about γ ∼ 2.08, and decreases slowly with increasing M200. For late type central galaxies, the density slope scatters in a wide range from 1.5-2.75. We also find that the amplitude of the γ − σv relation for satellite galaxies is higher than that of centrals by 0.1. 
